Social Relations and the Green Critique of Capitalism in Melanesia

ABSTRACT In this article, I explore what a critical environmental perspective would look like in Melanesia, where the distinction between nature and culture, and the expectation that science interprets the former in terms of the latter, may not apply. I consider changes in scientific knowledge production and the shift from cultural ecology to political ecology in Melanesian anthropology, including the argument that Melanesians are neither conservationists nor environmentalists. In contrast, I show how people exposed to pollution from the Ok Tedi copper and gold mine in Papua New Guinea mobilize their understandings of difference in a green critique of capitalism. I examine a strategy session of local activists, a public meeting about their campaign against the mine, and a sorcery tribunal. Finally, I suggest that Melanesian ideas about social relations provide a useful ethnographic analogy for thinking about the mobility and short temporal horizons of contemporary capitalism. [Keywords: capitalism, Melanesia, mining, reverse anthropology, science]

It seems to be easier for us today to imagine the thoroughgoing deterioration of the earth and of nature than the breakdown of late capitalism; perhaps that is due to some weakness in our imaginations. —Frederic Jameson, 1994

Recent discussions of science and society point to a transformation in how scientific knowledge is produced (Gibbons et al. 1994; Nowotny et al. 2001; see also Strathern 2004). These authors use the term Mode 1 science to refer to disciplinary knowledge production based on relatively homogeneous processes. Participation is restricted and hierarchical, corresponding to the more traditional practices of science, such as the laboratory procedures described by Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar (1979). Mode 1 knowledge production is based on the assumption that science and society are separate domains. The division allows for productive kinds of transactions, such as the transformation of scientific data into policy through political processes. The normative status of this model is evident in criticism of George W. Bush’s presidential administration for politicizing science (Kennedy 2004; Smith 2005).

In contrast, what Helga Nowotny and colleagues (2001) call Mode 2 science is dispersed across different kinds of institutions and includes nontraditional participants. It is more heterogeneous, reflexive, and socially accountable. An example is the way a marginalized urban community documents its exposure to a point source of pollution (Checker 2005). In Mode 2 knowledge production, science and society are not separate domains; Nowotny and colleagues (2001) argue that this arrangement produces more socially robust forms of science.1 The members of Mode 2 societies also come to reflect on themselves in scientific terms borrowed from disciplines ranging from anthropology to the life sciences: as possessing culture (Hirsch and Strathern 2004), for example, or as the expression of a particular sequence of DNA.

Anthropology has also undergone a transformation from Mode 1 to Mode 2 knowledge production, although the process has been selective, uneven, and at times contentious.2 In environmental anthropology, the transformation is evident in the paradigm shift from the cultural ecology of the 1960s and 1970s (Bennett 1976; Orlove 1980) to contemporary research on political ecology (Biersack and Greenberg 2006; Blaikie 1999; Escobar 1999; Watts 2000).3 A classic example of Mode 1 knowledge production in environmental anthropology is Roy Rappaport’s Pigs for the Ancestors (1968). The distinction between cognized models, which are shaped by culture and consequently subjective, and operational models, which are scientific and objective, reifies the Mode 1 division between science and society.4 Rappaport (1968:9) describes Maring resource management as a “latent function” of their rituals rather than a consequence of conscious decision making, leading Gillian Gillison to criticize him for “driving higher reason...
and communal interest into the unconscious” (2001:298).

Rappaport’s emphasis on adaptation rather than agency differentiates his work from subsequent Mode 2 discussions about sustainability, which combines economic interests and environmental concerns (Brundtland 1987), and biodiversity, which infuses biology with a conservation ethic (Wilson 1992).

Rappaport’s early work also illustrates how Mode 1 knowledge production separates scientific observations from the political conclusions that may be derived from them. The recognition that Maring resource use was regulated by ritual processes that conjoin the sacred and the material led to Rappaport’s influential pronouncements on the preeminence of moral values in guiding human–environmental relations, which provided an important platform for the emerging environmental movement in the 1970s and 1980s (Hoey and Fricke 2007). Rappaport (1971) also drew on his analysis of Marind practices in his prescient argument that globalization may be maladaptive.

In his later work, Rappaport helped spur the transition from cultural ecology to political ecology, and from Mode 1 to Mode 2 knowledge production in environmental anthropology, through his study of risk perception and offshore oil drilling in California (Rappaport 1996) and his insistence that anthropologists engage with contemporary social problems in what he called the “anthropology of trouble” (Rappaport 1993). Political ecology emerged in response to the large-scale political and economic changes associated with globalization and the rise of environmentalism as a social movement, a Mode 2 combination. It entails a shift from the study of human adaptation to particular environments to the problems of environmental degradation caused by industrialization. Attention to the ritual regulation of ecosystems has given way to the study of contexts shaped by multiple and competing ideologies of nature, which is consistent with poststructuralist challenges to the assumption that entities like “nature” or “the person” represent discrete and stable objects (Escobar 1999; Pottage 2004; Strathern 1980, 1988). In contrast to earlier work on closed ecosystems, and consequently well-defined and stable units of analysis, political ecology addresses questions of scale that arise through globalization and the accelerated circulation of persons, things, and ideas (Biersack 2006b; Watts 2000).

These transformations are evident in contemporary research on political ecology in Melanesia and its attention to the social and environmental impacts of mining (Ballard and Banks 2003; Connell and Howitt 1991; Filer and Macintyre 2006; Kirsch 2006, 2007; Weiner and Rumsey 2004). Much of this literature seeks to explain how “the economic benefits of a dominant extractive industry sector are offset by a range of economic, social, political and environmental risks and costs that are grouped together by the concept of a ‘resource curse’” (Filer and Macintyre 2006:217). Consistent with other Mode 2 contexts, expert knowledge production about mines and communities is mobile rather than restricted to the social sciences. Anthropologists have studied these relationships in a variety of roles: as ethnographers (Biersack 2006a; Crook 2007; Halvaksz 2008; Hyndman 1994; Jacka 2005; Jorgensen 2006; Kirsch 2006), corporate consultants (Filer 1999, 2001; Strathern and Stewart 2004), and critics (Hyndman 1988; Kirsch 2002). Many anthropologists have occupied more than one of these roles, and sometimes all three. There is considerable traffic between the resulting genres of writing, which include social impact studies commissioned by mining companies, NGO reports, policy statements, and ethnography. All of these accounts are shaped by the language and practices of the social sciences, especially anthropology, which has historically been the dominant mode of representation for the region.

Interventions by anthropologists and other social scientists also influence relationships between mining companies and Melanesians. There is a “looping effect” (Hacking 1994; see also Hirsch 2001) as communities are refashioned through their engagement with mining companies. This includes the transformation of social organization and the “entification” of groups in response to the distribution of compensation (Ernst 1999; Golub 2007; Weiner 2001). New divisions may emerge as people identify themselves as supporters or opponents of mining projects (Kirsch 2007). Social and economic transformations may lead to changes in orientation from the past and one’s ancestors to concerns about the members of future generations (Kirsch 1996, 2006; see also Strathern 1999:224). People may also formulate new understandings of themselves based on distinctive contrasts with the practices of mining companies (Kirsch 2001, Strathern 2004:91). To the extent that these processes are influenced by categories from the social sciences, they can be understood as Melanesian versions of Mode 2 knowledge production.

In this article, I describe how the people living downstream from the Ok Tedi copper and gold mine in Papua New Guinea mobilize their differences from the mining company for political purposes. The resulting critique of the environmental consequences of capitalism is an example of Mode 2 knowledge production that turns difference into the basis for comparative analysis. This is unlike the production and maintenance of difference that is a fundamental cultural dynamic in New Guinea, which facilitates exchange, or the postcolonial politicization of difference in the form of kastom (Keesing 1989), which facilitates identity politics. In the examples considered here, comparisons between mining companies and Melanesians are strategically deployed by the participants in a social movement that seeks to halt the Ok Tedi mine’s destructive environmental effects. The leaders of the movement draw on their ideas about social relations to criticize the mobility of capital and corporate refusal to take responsibility for the long-term environmental consequences of the mine’s operations. This corresponds with observations by David Harvey (1990) and
Aihwa Ong (1999) on the flexibility of capital, which is facilitated by its mobility, although the environmental costs of corporate mobility are at stake here rather than its effect on labor.

The strategic invocation of difference in the analysis and critique of capitalism might be compared to the way that indigenous identities and politics in the Ecuadorian Amazon are produced in the context of their struggle with the state and the oil industry (Sawyer 2004). It might be contrasted with Partha Chatterjee’s (1993) search for political alternatives to the nation in India, which Ong criticizes for “the assumption that both modernity and capitalism are universal forms, against which non-Western societies can only mobilize ‘pre-existing cultural solidarities’” (1999:34). Such a perspective recognizes neither Indian participation in capitalism nor their transformation of it. However, as the following examples demonstrate, engagement with the mining industry in terms of fundamental understandings associated with kinship and social relations results in a powerful critique that simultaneously identifies what people want to adopt and what they wish to change about capitalism.6

Melanesia is a particularly instructive context in which to examine these questions. Whereas science ordinarily invokes a distinction between society and nature, the universality of these categories has been challenged on the basis of ethnographic information from the region (Strathern 1980; Wagner 1977). What would a critical environmental perspective look like in a place reported to have no nature–culture distinction and consequently for which the notion of science interpreting nature in terms of culture does not seem to apply? The anthropological consensus has been that Melanesians are not environmentalists, although their rituals and taboos may have unintended conservation effects (Morauta et al. 1982; Rappaport 1968).7 More recent work seems to confirm this argument, as Paige West (2006) reports in her analysis of the conflict between a conservation organization that seeks to limit development at Crater Mountain and the Gimi who expect the conservationists to bring development. Social scientists writing about mining have used these arguments to support the claim that Melanesians are more concerned about control over natural resources and compensation than the environmental effects of mining projects (Banks 2002).

In contrast, in this article I argue that exposure to pollution from the Ok Tedi copper and gold mine in Papua New Guinea has caused people to reflect on environmental issues in novel ways (see Banks and Ballard 1997; Crook 2004; Hyndman 2001; Kirsch 2006, 2007). I examine how people from several sociolinguistic communities affected by the Ok Tedi mine evaluate the actions of the mining company in a series of interconnected events: a strategy session held by local activists, a public meeting about their campaign against the mine, and a sorcery tribunal involving claims about their lawsuit against the mining company. I also describe how these discussions invoke local understandings of the risks associated with ending social relations. In contrast to previous ethnographic research in Melanesia, which does not report evidence of a critical environmental perspective, I show how differences in social relations are mobilized in response to the mining company, and I argue that this forms the basis of a green critique of capitalism.

**OPPOSITION TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE OK TEDI MINE**

Local opposition to the environmental impacts of the Ok Tedi mine attracted international attention in 1994 when a major lawsuit was filed against Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd. (BHP), the majority shareholder and managing partner of the Ok Tedi mine. The suit was lodged in the Supreme Court of Victoria in Melbourne, Australia, where BHP is incorporated. At issue were the problems caused by discharging 30 million metric tons of tailings (the fine particles that remain after the valuable ore has been extracted) and 40 million metric tons of waste rock into local rivers annually since 1986. The lawsuit was settled out of court in 1996 for an estimated $500 million in compensation and commitments to tailings containment, although subsequent efforts to enforce compliance with the environmental provisions of the agreement were unsuccessful (Kirsch 2007).

When BHP announced its decision to withdraw from the Ok Tedi mine after managing the project for more than two decades, it acknowledged that the impacts of the mine were far greater than previously predicted (Economist 1999).8 The legacy of BHP’s management of the mine includes the destruction of 1,500 square kilometers of rain forest, an area that is expected to double in the coming decades (Ok Tedi Mining Ltd. [OTML] 2005:4). Fish populations in the Ok Tedi and Fly rivers are severely depleted, and most of the birds that used to live along the river corridor have migrated (Parametrix, Inc., and URS Greiner Woodward Clyde 1999). Fertile garden land and sago stands are buried beneath tailings and other mine wastes. The river system faces another potential threat from acid mine drainage, which has the capacity to render large areas inhospitable to organic life for extended periods of time (OTML 2005:12), although the mining company has announced plans to separate and store the acid-generating material underground (Wu 2005:5).

In 2001, BHP merged with a South African competitor to become BHP Billiton, the world’s largest mining company, although the people in Western Province still refer to the company as BHP. In 2002, BHP Billiton transferred its 52 percent share in the Ok Tedi mine to a trust fund in Singapore; revenue from the PNG Sustainable Development Program Ltd. will be invested in development projects in Papua New Guinea (Crook 2004; Mining Journal 2002). With continued high prices for copper and gold, the fund may earn $1 billion in royalties by the anticipated closure date of the mine in 2012. However, the leaders of the campaign against the Ok Tedi mine continue to challenge the legitimacy of BHP Billiton’s departure from the project and
argue that the company remains responsible for the mine’s ongoing environmental impact.

These views were expressed during a three-day meeting held in 2005 in the town of Kiunga on the Fly River (Kirsch 2007), where copper and gold is loaded onto ships bound for Southeast Asia and Europe. Billed as the first “summit meeting” to bring together the communities affected by the mine, more than 300 people participated in discussions about the history of their legal struggle, the impact of pollution on their resources and subsistence practices, their objections to how the trust fund is managed, and the shortage of economic opportunities in the region. At issue was their shared future along the Ok Tedi and Fly rivers and political and legal strategies of recourse against OTML, the Papua New Guinea government, and BHP Billiton. The rationale for the summit was to promote discussion of their options after the failure of their second court case against BHP Billiton, which charged the corporation with breach of the 1996 settlement agreement for continuing to discharge mine tailings into the river system. The summit meeting was also intended to redress serious divisions in the communities affected by the mine caused by a set of legal contracts known as the Community Mine Continuation Agreements, or CMCA’s, as I discuss below.

Late one evening while compiling the resolutions from the regional summit, a man from the middle Fly region said to me,

> We know you think that BHP is gone. But as Papua New Guineans, we can’t accept that. We see BHP’s influence on the decisions being made by the mine and the trust company. And regardless of what BHP says about not being involved in the mining company, we hold them responsible for everything that happens.

The other people in the room immediately agreed with his assertions, contrasting their own understandings of social relations “as Papua New Guineans” with the practices of the mining company. Despite their familiarity with the act of parliament that facilitated BHP Billiton’s exit from the country, they rejected the underlying “capital logic” (Gerritsen and Macintyre 1991) that permitted a multinational company to walk away after causing extensive damage to one of Papua New Guinea’s major river systems.

These comments illustrate how Melanesian ideas about social relations and difference are deployed in their critique of capitalism, especially how corporations exploit their mobility to evade the long-term environmental consequences of their actions.9 Questioning the legitimacy of BHP Billiton’s departure from the Ok Tedi mine is appropriate given that the build-up of sediment, flooding, and deforestation are expected to continue for 60 years on the lower Ok Tedi River and 250 years along portions of the Fly River. What does it mean for BHP Billiton to leave Papua New Guinea when the environmental impacts from its mining project must be measured in decades and centuries, affecting multiple generations of people along the river, both the living and their future descendants? How do people living along the Ok Tedi and Fly rivers make sense of this contradiction, and what might be learned from their analysis of capitalism?

**ENDING SOCIAL RELATIONS IN MELANESIA**

Exchange practices have long been central to the ways that Melanesians and Euro-Americans conceptualize their differences, from barter in Fiji (Sahlins 1993; Thomas 1992) to cargo cults in New Guinea (Lawrence 1964; Wagner 1981). Writing about Indo–Fijian relations, Hirokazu Miyazaki (2005) refers to the “extensibility of the gift” in describing two historical moments during which the invitation to participate in indigenous Fijian gift giving had important political ramifications. Miyazaki’s notion of extensibility suggests how gift giving, and the kinds of social relations that underlie the gift, might be politically scaled up. In the present context, ideas about the risks associated with ending social relations are scaled up in a critique of the mobility and short temporal horizons of capitalism.

Anthropologists writing about social relations in Melanesia explain how the person is not understood as a stable, bounded figure but, rather, as a set of relationships (Strathern 1988; Wagner 1991). Persons become composed of other persons through exchange. Whereas I have previously described how Melanesians strive to “keep the social network in view” (Kirsch 2001), in the following examples, I consider the inverse process: what it means to end social relations in Melanesia. It is the mobilization of these ideas, what Miyazaki (2005) would call their extensibility, that forms the basis of the response to the mining company that I examine here.

I begin where it might be assumed that relationships inevitably end: at death. In many Melanesian societies, death triggers a series of mortuary transactions (Barraud et al. 1994; Damon and Wagner 1989; Foster 1995). Among the Yonggom, claims for compensation known as *bop kibi* are levied against the estate of the deceased on the basis of prior transactions, including contributions to bridewealth and relationships between long-term exchange partners (Kirsch 2006:92–94). Recipients of these payments are expected to return a portion of whatever is transacted at a later date, often as much as half of its value, ensuring that the original relationship will continue in another form. In Robert Foster’s (1995) terms, “finishing the dead” through exchange results in their replacement. Relationships do not end with death but are transformed into other social relations.

Another context in which relationships may end is divorce. Anthropologists working in Melanesia explain relatively low divorce rates with reference to complicated negotiations over the return of bridewealth and the future allegiance of children (Strathern 1972:168–169). There are also restricted grounds for claiming divorce in many societies and strong social sanctions against it (Kelly 1977:257). Although a variety of factors associated with modernization may lead to higher divorce rates (Meggitt 1969:7), inflated
bridewealth payments can make divorce more difficult for women to obtain (Wardlow 2006:13).

The Yonggom terms for divorce are domoni, which means to relinquish, and dankorare, which refers to the separation of two things previously combined. Divorce is relatively rare and requires social legitimacy, and my informants referred to both adultery and violence as problems that might result in divorce. The most common cause of divorce is bun, which refers to both the trigger in a trap and comments or behavior that initiates a conflict. The most serious form of bun occurs when a woman complains to her brother about her husband’s behavior, compelling her sibling to act on her behalf. She does not even have to verbalize her concerns; simply to approach her brother in tears is enough to provoke a response. The person who causes the bun is held responsible for its consequences; in this case, the sister would be blamed if her husband subsequently experienced misfortune.

In contrast to marriage and divorce, casual friendships may end without much ado. The friends of someone who engages in socially inappropriate (and therefore potentially dangerous) behavior will be advised to stay away from that person. They should not confront their friend, or explain the reasons for their avoidance, as that would be bun, the trigger for a negative response. Instead, they should let the other person know their feelings gradually by modifying their behavior. My informants explain that actions speak where words cannot.

To end a close relationship, however, both parties must formally declare that they are enemies (bon karup). This is considered dangerous and afterward the two men must avoid each other until death. The only way to reverse a declaration of enmity is for one man to compensate the other, although competing interpretations of the offending event may prevent this from occurring. After paying compensation, the two men who were sworn enemies share a meal and burn at wiim denek, the tree resin once used for illumination at night.

These descriptions convey the value the Yonggom place on perpetuating relationships and the risks associated with ending them. In emotional terms, feelings of sorrow and loss (mimyop) are described as strongest when a relationship ends, whereas feelings of fulfillment (kube) are greatest when a relationship is reestablished after a long separation (Kirsch 2006:112, 234, n. 8). An example of how these ideas are applied to their relationship with the mining company was shared with me by a man from West Ningerum who described standing up at a meeting with the provincial governor to express his deep dissatisfaction with the mining company by declaring: “I am divorcing Ok Tedi [Mining Ltd.]!” His performative utterance can only be understood with reference to the social significance of divorce and the dangers of publically repudiating a relationship. Already an outspoken critic of the mining company, the provincial governor subsequently challenged the project in a new lawsuit in the Papua New Guinea courts, as I discuss below. However, it is unlikely that the expatriate managers of the mining company would have grasped the full significance of the idiom.

“REVERSE ANTHROPOLOGY” AND THE MOBILIZATION OF DIFFERENCE

Among the resolutions of the Kiunga summit meeting was a call to overturn the Eighth Supplemental Agreement between the Independent State of Papua New Guinea (1995), BHP, and OTML. The agreement gave legal force to the CMCAs, which were signed in the villages along the Ok Tedi and Fly rivers during the second phase of litigation against BHP. It included a clause certifying that any signatory to the CMCAs binds the members of his or her village to the agreement. This provided BHP with an expeditious means of establishing legal agreements with the 40,000 people affected by the mine. However, the CMCAs also helped BHP to undermine litigation in the Supreme Court of Victoria by forcing the people affected by the mine to choose between the lawsuit and additional compensation promised by the mining company.

The CMCAs also had a divisive effect on the communities downstream from the mine. Local critics of the agreements accused the signatories of acting without their consent and against their interests. A number of persons who signed the agreements became outcasts in their natal villages and were forced to resettle in urban areas. I heard some of these grievances expressed during a Yonggom ritual called at kawenepi held in one of the villages on the Ok Tedi River in August of 2006 (see Kirsch 2006:168–170). At kawenepi refers to standing on a tree stump to address a crowd, the Yonggom equivalent of a “stump speech.” The participants in the ritual discuss a particular illness or death, which is assigned a social cause through sorcery accusations. The adults from the village and guests from several neighboring villages and the town of Kiunga attended the event, which was focused on the failing health of the man who signed the CMCAs on behalf of the village. At this particular event, the family of the patient distributed copies of a typed list of talking points to the assembled crowd, who queued up to address the issues. The discussion lasted from morning until dusk.

The first topic was a dispute about land ownership. The second item on the agenda was concerned with the payment of bridewealth for the patient’s wife. Disputes about exchange such as these are standard fare in the analysis of the motives for an act of sorcery. However, nearly all of the remaining topics on the list were directly related to the settlement of the lawsuit, the payment of compensation by the mining company, and the patient’s role in signing the CMCAs. The talking points referred to the fact that the patient “switched sides” from plaintiff in the lawsuit to signatory of the compensation agreement. One of the speakers speculated that the change in affiliation might have provoked the anger of someone who had worked on the court case. A reference to the local NGO that helped to coordinate the
legal proceedings was quickly rebutted by one of its representatives, who had come to the village to participate in the event.

A related hypothesis was that the sorcery was triggered by anger about the CMCAs, which divided the community. Here the body of the patient bears the burden of the rift in the body politic. The speakers used the term ambotdanggi to describe the patient’s role in the dispute, which ordinarily refers to the person who leads an assault sorcerer (kumka) into a settlement to kill someone. The ambotdanggi is familiar with the intimate details of the prospective victim’s life and conveys this information to the sorcerer. The signatories to the CMCAs were compared to ambotdanggi because they brought the mining company into their midst. Other hypotheses discussed during the regional tribunal referred to the patient’s handling of compensation paid by the mining company, including a failed housing scheme directed by one of his sons.

For the Yonggom, sorcery is the consequence of a failed exchange relationship, which prompts the offended party to seek revenge. Elsewhere, I refer to practices like the at kawenepi tribunal as examples of “reverse anthropology” following Roy Wagner’s (1981) description of cargo cults and their engagement with capitalism as the interpretive counterpart to anthropology (Kirsch 2006). Another example of reverse anthropology is the Yonggom analogy between sorcery and mining. A variety of misfortunes that would previously have been attributed to sorcery—including a leg broken by a falling tree, a fatal canoe accident, and a finger that had to be amputated—were explained in terms of pollution from the mine. The resulting compensation claims were intended to hold the mine morally accountable for its affects on the people living downstream, demonstrating that pollution is a kind of social relation (Kirsch 2006:129). These indigenous modes of analysis interpret events in terms that are locally meaningful. They can be distinguished from the other examples considered here that involve the extensibility or political mobilization of social relations in an explicitly comparative manner.

**FROM SOCIAL RELATIONS TO LEGAL LIABILITY**

During the 2005 summit meeting in Kiunga, many of the speakers identified BHP and Australia as their enemies. One person said that if BHP returned to restore the river and pay compensation, then he would make peace with them. Another told me that “Australia is our enemy. By escaping he lost the battle and is not [strong] enough to face [the consequences]: he is defeated. But he inflicted casualties on us.” These claims are modeled after the formal declaration of enmity described above; the people attending the meeting vowed that their conflict with BHP and Australia would not end unless and until BHP returns to clean up the pollution and compensate them for the full value of their losses (see Kirsch 2007:312–313).14

These ambitions may seem impractical given that BHP Billiton left the country in 2002. However, the assertion that BHP Billiton continues to influence the management of the mine is correct. BHP Billiton nominates three of the seven members of the board of directors for the Singapore trust, one of whom also serves on the OTML board of directors (PNG Sustainable Development Program Ltd. 2008). When important decisions are made at the mine, such as policies governing mine closure, BHP Billiton is consulted for input. Although BHP Billiton influences policy decisions at the mine, it is no longer accountable for the mine’s environmental impacts. However, new legal action challenges the legitimacy of this relationship.

After the 2005 summit meeting in Kiunga, signatures were collected for a petition calling on the government to review its agreements with BHP Billiton and OTML. The organizers decided that everyone who signed the petition should march through the mining township of Tabubil and formally present the document to the managing director of the Ok Tedi mine. Although the mining executive agreed to meet with them, he simultaneously asked the national government to send a mobile police squad to protect the mine. Worried that a confrontation with the police might “get out of hand,” the organizers cancelled the protest.

These events, from the summit meeting to the hastily cancelled march, convinced the governor of Western Province to fund a legal challenge to the Eighth Supplemental Agreement, which is being presented before the Supreme Court of Papua New Guinea. The case also challenges the Ninth Supplemental Agreement, which established the terms of BHP Billiton’s departure from Papua New Guinea, including the transfer of its shares in OTML to the PNG Sustainable Development Program Ltd., in return for a waiver of environmental liability, indemnifying BHP Billiton against any future legal action (Independent State of Papua New Guinea 2001). A finding that these agreements are unconstitutional would invalidate the CMCAs, presenting an opportunity to negotiate a new series of agreements with the mining company. As the governor explained during an interview in 2006, one of the priorities for his second term in office (he was successfully reelected in June of 2007) is renewed attention to the environmental problems caused by the mine. Invalidating the agreements between the state and the mining company might also provide an opportunity to reassess BHP Billiton’s liability for the environmental impact of the mine in the courts of Papua New Guinea. In this context, the extensibility of social relations takes the form of legal liability.

**MELANESIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE GREEN CRITIQUE OF CAPITALISM**

In Timescapes of Modernity, Barbara Adam (1998) addresses the need to reconcile the short-term temporal orientation of capital with the long-term environmental impacts of industrialization. She describes the economic conventions that discount the value of the future. There is little long-term
thinking beyond the market, which ignores environmental processes operating at other temporal scales. Adam also explains how the assumption of reversibility inherent in Newtonian physics encourages environmental risk taking rather than adherence to the precautionary principle. Mining and other industrial processes produce environmental problems that not only affect the present but also compromise the future, although decision making about these impacts is “abandoned to science and transnational corporations, neither of which are socially and politically accountable for their deeds” (Adam 1998:15). In contrast, Yonggom ideas about keeping social relations (and responsibilities) in view and their attention to social reproduction can help make visible the long-term social and environmental consequences of industrial modes of production.

The experiences of the people exposed to pollution from the Ok Tedi mine suggest the need to think in alternative temporal scales, including the requirements of reproducing society (Weiner 1980) and transmitting cultural knowledge across generations. Yonggom ideas about generational change are conveyed in discourse about the aman dana, the children of the future. Older people express concern that children are growing up without the skills needed for survival in the rain forest; that young people do not know the names of the birds and other animals that once lived in their forests and rivers and are the characters in their most sacred myths; and that some youths resent the hard labor entailed in gardening and making sago. The Yonggom are also concerned about the loss of important cultural knowledge (Kirsch 2006).

Yonggom narratives about the effects of mining have recently taken the form of fatalistic commentaries on contemporary life. In a discussion with several long-term informants in the town of Kiunga in August of 2006, one person told me that, because of the mine, the current generation has “no life” and “whatever we do [in protest against the mine], we are finished.” Another person echoed this sentiment by saying “we are destroyed.” The other people present expressed their agreement. This does not mean that the Yonggom have given up seeking change but, rather, reflects their commitment to the aman dana and their recognition that, as one person concluded, “we have to sacrifice our own lives on behalf of future generations.” These sentiments correspond with the emphasis the Yonggom place on social relations rather than individual persons and illustrate the extensibility of these relationships into the future. Their comments also suggest that reconciling the interests of future generations with their own may require changes to the environmental status quo.

Yonggom ideas about social relations present an alternative to what sociologists call ecological modernization theory (Buttel 2000; York and Rosa 2003), the argument that continued industrial development and technological innovation will solve contemporary environmental problems. The dilemmas of the present will be resolved by technology not yet invented: toxic waste and radioactivity will be neutralized through technological innovation, resource management will restore degraded natural systems, and genetic technologies will permit the modification of plants and animals in response to environmental problems. However, new environmental problems are continually being created even though they may not become visible until the future. These problems will require subsequent interventions, reproducing the fundamental paradox indefinitely. The critics of ecological modernization theory question the wisdom of deferring the solution of environmental problems to the future and ask whether they can be adequately resolved by technological means alone (Adam 1998; Melucci 1998). As indicated by their compensation claims against the Ok Tedi mine, the Yonggom treat pollution as evidence of a troubled social relationship rather than a technological problem. Similarly, their ideas about the future are reflexively concerned about social relations and the aman dana rather than endlessly deferred to technology as proposed by ecological modernization theory.

**CONCLUSION**

In this article, I examine a critical environmental perspective that depends on neither the categories of nature and culture nor the mediating role of science. The critique arises in the context of Mode 2 knowledge production associated with the mining industry, and the deployment of social science categories by ethnographers, mining company consultants, and NGOs. In this context, local activists strategically compare differences in social relations as a way of addressing the environmental problems caused by the Ok Tedi mine. The extensibility of their ideas about social relations forms the basis of their critique of the mobility and short temporal horizons of contemporary capitalism.

Alain Pottage (2001, 2004) contrasts Melanesian indifference to the distinction between persons and things to legal arguments that assume the validity of these categories. This provides a useful analogy in the context of questions presented by developments in the life sciences, such as the status of a fertilized egg as person or property (see Strathern 1999). Similarly, this discussion of the political ecology of mining identifies an ethnographic analogy between Melanesian and capitalist ideas about social relations, although in this case the comparison was invoked by people affected by the Ok Tedi mine rather than the analyst. At issue in these examples is the attempt to hold the mining company socially accountable and legally liable for its actions, the desirability of recognizing processes that operate on longer temporal scales (e.g., in generational terms), and the problem of relying on technological innovation rather than formulating social solutions to environmental problems. Like the extensibility of gift giving that Miyazaki (2005) describes for ethnic politics in Fiji, attention to the risks entailed in ending social relations scale up in the efforts of the Yonggom and their neighbors to hold BHP...
Billiton responsible for the environmental impact of the Ok Tedi mine.

As Frederic Jameson (1994:xii) suggests in the epigraph to this article, there is an urgent need to understand why the destructive environmental consequences of capitalism appear inevitable. Melanesian ideas about social relations and the resulting critique of capitalism challenge the mobility of capital and its ability to evade the long-term environmental consequences of its actions. The protests against the Ok Tedi mine also raise important questions about the messianic aspect of free market imaginaries, which persuade countries to remake their national image in the same terms (Sunder Rajan 2006:232; see also Comaroff and Comaroff 2000). They reveal the paradox of the “resource curse” (Ross 1999), in which mining companies, despite promising to improve the material conditions of living, may impoverish people by destroying the foundations of their economy and livelihood. This has sparked national debate in Papua New Guinea about the wisdom of relying on revenue from natural resource extraction at the risk of compromising the survival of “future generations” (Post Courier 2007). The extensibility of Melanesian ideas about social relationships and responsibilities to their interactions with the mining industry suggests valuable new ways to imagine the relationship between capitalism and the environment.

**Stuart Kirsch** Department of Anthropology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109

**Notes**

Acknowledgments. Bunyan Bryant initially invited me to reconsider Roy Rappaport’s (1971) ideas about progress and maladaptation for a conference on environmental justice, and the argument presented here was formulated while teaching a graduate seminar on environmental anthropology with Tom Fricke and Dick Ford at the University of Michigan. The article benefited from discussion at the University of Melbourne and the University of Wyoming; comments from Tamara Kohn, Sarah Strauss, and Michael Wood; and the advice of several anonymous reviewers and the Editor-in-Chief of *American Anthropologist*. Fieldwork was supported by the Office of the Vice President for Research at the University of Michigan and the revisions were completed while a fellow of the Program in Agrarian Studies at Yale University.

1. Although, as Marilyn Strathern (2000:297) notes, neither Mode 1 nor Mode 2 knowledge production can be understood as “politically innocent.”
2. The Yanomami debates (Borofsky et al. 2005) might be understood as a clash between Mode 1 and Mode 2 knowledge production.
3. See Andrew Vayda and Bradley Walters (1999) for criticism of the shift to Mode 2 knowledge production in political ecology.
4. However, Aletta Biersack astutely observes that “cognized models are among the causes of reality that operational models strive to depict” (1999:14).
5. For example, the model largely ignores women’s understandings of how people compete with pigs for sweet potatoes when their herds become too large (see Biersack 1999:15, n. 3).
8. The mining company’s acknowledgment corresponds with Ulrich Beck’s observation that “the very people who predict, develop, test and explore possibilities of economic utility with all the tricks of the trade, always fight shy of risks and are then deeply shocked and surprised at their ‘unforeseen’ or even ‘unforeseeable’ arrival” (1992:60).
9. Similarly, Ira Bashkow describes the “deep moral ambivalence” that the Orokaiva feel toward the “lightness” and resulting mobility of Euro-Americans who are “unburdened by the heavy reciprocities and obligations of kinship” (2006:65).
10. The term applies to both persons and things; for example, *dankore* can also refer to skinning the bark from a tree.
11. An example of how actions are more important than words was provided by an informant who observed that there are no terms for gratitude or apology in Yonggom language, as these sentiments must be demonstrated to be genuine.
12. My informants reported that there was no Yonggom equivalent to the Tangu practice of *mngwotngwotiki*, in which two parties decide by “free and mutual consent neither to trade, nor to exchange, nor cooperate” (Burridge 1960:58).
15. As Ulrich Beck notes, “In the risk society, the past loses the power to determine the present. Its place is taken by the future” (1992:34).
16. Like all resources distributed by the market, technological solutions to pollution will not be immediately accessible to everyone, or equitably distributed, and consequently it is unlikely that they will be able to keep pace with the creation of new environmental hazards.
17. Alberto Melucci argues that “the expectation that the society of the future would resolve the contradictions of present society was the great myth and the great hope of industrial society: a still not entirely socialized time and space fueled the project of capitalist-industrial conquest” (1998:428). He suggests that the limitations of this perspective are made visible by social movements like the campaign against the Ok Tedi mine.
18. A recent editorial about mining in the *Post Courier* of Papua New Guinea asks: “What will be the environmental cost and the cost of socio-economic security for future generations” of dependence on minerals extraction and concludes that the “policy implication of risking human survival on the increased acceleration of the exploitation of the natural environment is far too important to be left to politicians” (*Post Courier* 2007).
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